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Abstract 
We establish upper and lower bounds for the entries of the inverses of diagonally 
dominant ridiagonal matrices. These bounds improve the bounds recently given by 
Shivakumar and Ji. Moreover, we show how to improve our bounds iteratively. For an 
n x n M-matrix this iterative refinement yields the exact inverse after n -  1 
steps. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduct ion 
Tridiagonal matrices arise in many applications, e.g. the numerical solution 
of  PDE's  and cubic spline interpolation. Therefore this class of  matrices is 
studied very well and a lot of  theory is known about tridiagonal matrices and 
their inverses. One of  the most beautiful results is due to Gantmacher and 
Krein [8,9] who proved that the inverse of  an irreducible symmetric tridiagonal 
matrix is a so called Green's matrix. A similar result is also proved by Barrett 
in [1]. This result is generalized in several directions. For  a review on symmetric 
tridiagonal matrices and their inverses see Meurant [14]. 
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For many problems it is very helpful to have upper and lower bounds for the 
entries (or the absolute values of the entries) of the inverse of a matrix. For 
arbitrary diagonally dominant matrices Ostrowski [17] already established such 
bounds. Later on Golub and Meurant gave in [7] bounds for symmetric 
positive definite matrices established by using quadrature ules. Similar bounds 
were established by Robinson and Wathen in [18]. Decay rates for the entries 
of inverses of certain banded matrices are established by Demko [4,5] and 
several other authors (see [14,15] and references therein). Of course these rates 
can also be used as bounds of the entries of the inverse of a matrix. 
For certain tridiagonal matrices arising in spline interpolation Kershaw 
derived in [13] upper and lower bounds. Recently, Shivakumar and Ji gave in 
[19] upper and lower bounds for diagonally dominant tridiagonal matrices. 
Here, we establish new upper and lower bounds for the entries of the in- 
verses of diagonally dominant tridiagonal matrices which improve the bounds 
given in [19,13,17]. Moreover, we show how these bounds can be improved 
iteratively. For an n x n M-matrix, we obtain after n -  1 iterations, sharp 
upper bounds for all entries of the inverse, i.e. by improving our bounds we 
have computed the inverse of the matrix. However, our examples how that 
one needs just a few iterations to get good bounds. For arbitrary diagonally 
dominant tridiagonal matrices A, we obtain after n - 1 steps of our iterative 
refinement, he exact inverse of the comparison matrix of A. Moreover, we 
establish some further results of this iterative refinement for tridiagonal 
Toeplitz matrices. 
We consider only row diagonally dominant matrices. However, similar re- 
suits can be obtained for column diagonally dominant matrices considering the 
transposed matrix. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we mention several known 
result for tridiagonal matrices which we use in the following sections. Section 3 
contains our main results while Section 4 gives a comparison of our bounds 
with known results as well as some numerical examples. 
2. Preliminaries 
We consider real tridiagonal matrices of the form 
'al bl 
Cl a2 
A = 
b2 
Cn-2 an-I bn-I 
Cn-I an 
, ci, bi 4 O, (2.1) 
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which are diagonally dominant i.e. 
lael/> Ib, I + Ic,-~l for all i = 1,...,n, 
where co = b0 = c, = b,, = 0. Furthermore, we sometimes assume that 
lal[ > Ib~l and la.[ > Ic.-¿l. (2.3) 
It is well-known (see e.g. [12,11,15]) that the inverse of  a tridiagonal matrix 
A- J=-C= [cij] can be described by four vectors of  real numbers 
u = [ui], v = [vii, x = [x~], y = [y~], where u~v, = x~y~ for all i, such that 
(2 .2 )  
uivj, i<~j, 
c i j  = (2 .4 )  
xjyi, i >~ j .  
Using the Hadamard product (elementwise product) matrices of  the form (2.4) 
can be written nicely as 
"U 1 U 1 
Xl  U2 
C ~-- X l  x2  
X l  x2  
. . . . . .  U 1 
. . . . . .  U 2 
U 3 . . . U 3 
. . . . . .  U n 
"UI 92 . . . . . .  9 n - 
Y2 92 . . . . . .  9n 
Y3 Y3 93 . . .  9n 
.y, y,  . . . . . .  9, 
(2 .5 )  
The entries u~,v~,xg and yi of the vectors u, v, x, y which give A -1, can be 
computed as follows (see e.g. [15]): 
a l  a i - l t l i - i  --[- c i -2u i -2  
l,l 1 z 1~ u 2 - -  b l  ~ u i ~ - b i _ l  
a l  a i _ lX i _ l  --b b i _2x i _2  
x I ~- l, X 2 - -  ~ X i ~ - -  
CI Ci- I  
1 an 
y, 
anxn + b,,-lXn-I c~-~ yn' 
y~= 
fo r  i = 3 , . . . ,n  
ai+lYi+l -[- bi+lyi+z, fo r  i = n - 2 , .  . .  ,1 .  
¢i 
1 a, 
Vn - -  ~ l)n-1 - -  9n~ 
anun q- Cn- lb ln-1 bn-1  
ai+l 9 i+1 Jr- Ci+l 0 i+2 
vi = , fo r  i = n - 2 , . . . ,  1. 
bi 
For M-matrices of the form (2.1), i.e. bi < 0,ci < 0, which satisfy (2.2) and 
(2.3) it is shown in [15] that the sequence {ui}~"__~ is strictly increasing while the 
sequence {Y~}i"=I is strictly decreasing. 
Considering (2.5) we obtain that the entries of  A -1 decay along a column 
away from the diagonal. Moreover with 
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1 ai + ci- i  1 ai + bi 
- -  := min - -  := min - 
Pl i >>. 2 bi ~ D2 i >12 el_ 1 
it is shown in [15] for diagonally dominant M-matrices which satisfy (2.3) that 
c,j <~ p~-i)cyj for i < j, ci,j <~ p~-Jlcjj for i > j, 
where C = [cij] := A -t. 
For symmetric tridiagonal matrices these results were established by Concus 
et al., in [3]. 
In Section 3 we will generalize these d cay results. We will give different 
upper and lower bounds for all entries of A -z. These bounds are sharper than 
the decay rates mention above. Moreover our bounds improve the bounds 
given by Shivakumar and Ji in [19] and Kershaw in [13]. 
Ostrowski found in [17] upper and lower bounds for the entries of the in- 
verse of an arbitrary diagonally dominant matrix. This result is slightly gen- 
eralized in [20]. To state the result we first need some notations and definitions. 
For A = [a~j] E ~,,n and all i E N := { 1, . . . ,  n} define 
1 a 
#i := --'-7 ~ ,j (2.6) 
I ai,i[ j¢i 
and let 
J (A) := {i E N: /z, < 1}. 
Moreover A is called in [20] weakly chained diagonally dominant (wcdd) if 
/~i ~< 1 for all i E N and if J (A) # 0 
and if for all i E N, i ~ J(A) there exist indices f i , i z , . . . , ik  with 
air,ir+l 5 t6 0, 0 ~ r ~< k - 1 where i0 = i and ik E J(A). 
Bramble and Hubbard called wcdd matrices in [2] matrices of positive type. 
The following lemma is then established in [20]. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a wcdcl matrix, then A -~ = C = [cijl exists and for i # j 
Ic, jI <. <- [c,,L 
and for i E J(A) 
1 
<. le,,,l <. 
[a,,,[(l + kti) - u , ) "  
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Lemma 2.1 was proved by Ostrowski n [17] for strictly row diagonally dom- 
inant matrices. 
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3. Upper and lower bounds 
First define 
Ibd 
~ = ]a , [ -  Ic,-,I (3.1) 
Ic,-1 I 
~o, = la~l- Ib, I 
If the tridiagonal matrix A is diagonally dominant, i.e. ]a~[/> Ib, I + Ic,-ll for all 
i we have z~ ~< 1 and co~ ~< 1. 
for i = 1, . . .  ,n - 1, 
for i = 2 , . . .  n. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be a nonsingular tridiagonal matrix of the form (2.1). Let 
A -1 = C = [cid]. I fA  is diagonally dominant, then 
j -1 
I%1 ~< IcjJll-I~k fo r  i < j ,  
k=i 
i 
[c,jI ~ lej~l l - I  ~ok for  i > j .  
k=j+ 1 
- " '  it is clear that lull 1> [u21. Thus Proof. Since u2 = b, 
lu, I = ai- lui - i  + ci-2ui-2 la~-lu~-ll - [c,-2u,-21 
bi-I t> Ib;-l[ 
lai-,llui-ll-Ic,-=llu,-=l la,-ll-Ic,-211u;_11 = 1 lui-~l. 
= [bi -, I >>" Ib,-i I ~,--'--~1 
Therefore. r,-lluil >t lug-l[ or luil i> lui-ll. Hence for i < j  
j - i  j - I  
Ic,jI = lu, llvjl <. ~,lu,+,tlvjl <. 1-I~,luAIvjl = I I~lc j j i .  
k=i k=i 
Similarly we obtain [y._11/> [Y.t and 
la,+~ I - Ib~+, 1 ~ lye+, I. lY;I ~ I~1 lY,+~I = , 
Thus, [Yil >t [Yi+1[ or (Di+ 1 ]Yl[ >1 [Y/+11. Hence, for i > j we obtain 
i i 
Ic,jI -- Ix, llyd <~ ~o, lxslLV,-ll <<. 1-I ~oklxjllyj[ -- l I  ~o~lcjji. 
k=j+ 1 k=j+ 1 
Next we give upper and lower bounds for the diagonal entries. 
[] 
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Theorem 3.2. Let A be a nonsingular tridiagonal matrix of the form (2.1). Let 
A -1 = C = [cij]. l fA  is diagonally dominant hen 
1 1 
provided that the denominator of the upper bound of is not zero. 
Proof. Since AA-1 = I we have 
Ci_lCi_l,i "3 t- aici, i + biCi+l, i = 1. 
Thus 
Pc,-,llc,-,,,ll + [billei+~,il >>-11- a~ci,d. 
Using Theorem 3.1 we obtain 
[ 1 - a,c,.,I <<. (~,-, [c,-, [ + o~,+, Ib,[)[ci.il. 
Hence we get the desired bounds. [] 
In the following we establish some lower bounds for the entries of  the in- 
verse. 
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a nonsingular tridiagonal matrix of  the form (2.1). Let 
A -1 = C = [cij]. l fA  is diagonally dominant hen 
~=~+~1 lakl + Ibkl Ic,,,l ~ pc,jp for i < j, 
i-1 Ibkl 
kI~=j lak J i [c,,,I <~ [c,a[ for i > j. + [ek-i 
Proof. Let A r,s, s ~> r be the square submatrix of  order s - r + 1 of  A whose 
diagonal entries are at,r, a~+kr+z,... ,  as,~. It is shown in [19] that 
IcijI J r~r ,4 ~+j'°/ 
Ici,il = I-I ICk-1 11 I det [ 
k=i+l p=i+J Idet A(P,"/I ' 
where det A ("+l,nl = 1 Next we consider zj and #j as defined in (3.1) and (2.6). 
For  the matrix A (p,"/we have rj = #~. Thus we can use Lemma 2.1, 2.8, for A p," 
and get for i < j 
J J 1 [c~jI 
1-I }ek-l[ ]-I lapl + [bp[ <<" " 
k=i+l p=/+l le,,,I 
Similarly we get'the desired result for i > j. [] 
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Note that the Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 depend on the values ze and We. 
Moreover, the bounds established in these theorems are related to each other, 
i.e. Theorem 3.1 gives bounds for the off-diagonal entries related to the diag- 
onal entries. This information is used then to obtain bounds for the diagonal 
entries. Thus, if we have some other estimates for the relation of ce,~ with c,,,+t 
and c~+j.e we also get some other bounds for the diagonal entries. 
In the following we show how the upper bounds for the off-diagonal entries 
and diagonal entries can be improved iteratively. 
We have shown inductively in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that r~_l  u, I >1 [Ui- 1 ]. 
But for the induction step we have only used the fact lug[ >1 [ue-l[. Hence we 
would get 
lu, I = ai-lue-1 + ci-2ui-2 la i - lU i - l ]  - ICi-2Ui-2[ 
bi - t  >/ Ib,-~l 
>t la~-t l lu , - , I  - Ice-2llu,-21 /> la , - l l  - ~,-2[ce-=l lu,-ll. 
tbi- l t  Ibi - l [  
Thus, if we define 
Ib/-i [ 
zi-l,2 := [ai-i [-~i-21c,-21' 
we obtain ~,_t.:lu, [/> [ui-i [. Of course this procedure can be repeated. Hence, if 
we define 
~i,l ~" "~i~ 
f zij-i for i < j, 
Zi j  = "~ [b, I else, 
I, la, I-T,-ij-dce-ll 
(Di, 1 ~- (Di~ 
wij-i for n - j+  1 <i ,  
wej = Ici-ll else, 
]ail-~Oi+lj-11bd 
we get the following theorem. 
Theerem 3.4. Let A be a nonsingular tridiagonal matrix of  the form (2.1). Let 
A -1 = C = [cij]. I fA  is diagonally dominant then for each t = 1,. . .  ,n - 1 we 
have 
j - I  
'lc,jI IcjJIl-X k,, for  i < j, 
k=i 
i 
[c'J I <<" [cJJ [ I I  cok., for  i > j. 
k=j+ 1 
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Proof. The proof follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 3.1 and the 
remarks before Theorem 3.4. [] 
Moreover, we obtain for the diagonal entries. 
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a nonsingular tridiagonal matrix of the form (2.1). Let 
A -1 = C = [cij]. I fA  is diagonally dominant hen for t = 1,.. .  ,n - 1 
la, I + + Ib, I 
1 
~< Ici,,l ~ lad -  ~i-L, Ici- l l -  coi+l,,Ibil 
provided that the denominator of the upper bound of Theorem 3.2 is not zero. 
Proof. The proof follows the proof of Theorem 3.2 but uses Theorem 3.4 
instead of Theorem 3.1. [] 
Note that for diagonally dominant ridiagonal matrices which satisfy 2.3 we 
n 
have ~u < I. Thus the sequence {zij}j=l and the sequence {w/j}~ are de- j=l 
creasing, i.e. 
zij ~< zu-1 and e~ij ~< ogu_l. (3.2) 
Hence the bounds ~u and co u become sharper in each step. Moreover, in the 
M-matrix case the zi_lj gives the exact ration between u~ and u~_l for all i ~<j. 
Thus, if we compute the zjj and ogjj for j = 1, . . . ,  n - 1, Theorem 3.4 with 
t = n - 1 gives exact bounds for the off-diagonal entries. If we then use The- 
orem 3.5 we get the inverse of A. 
Hence, this gives another way to compute the inverse of a tridiagonal M- 
matrix rather then using the recurrence formulas for the u~, vi,xi and y~. Note, 
that for computing the inverse one only needs to compute the zjj and oJjj for 
j = 1, . . . ,  n - 1. The advantage of this new procedure is that the z~j and o~ u 
remain bounded. In contrast he sequences ui, vl,x~ and yi can have a huge 
dynamic range. Thus, computing the inverse by using the recurrence formulas 
often yields to overflow and underflow problems, see Higham ([11], p. 303). 
For computing our bounds we need to compute ~,~ and ~o~,~ for i = 1, . . . ,  n. 
The first refinement step requires the ~i,2 and ~0~,2 for i = 2 , . . . ,  n. The second 
refinement step requires the z~,3 and ~o~,3 for i = 3, . . .  ,n, and so on. Since 
computing the u~, v~,x~, which give the inverse of a tridiagonal matrix, needs 
only 0(n) operation, a certain number of refinement steps would require more 
operations. However, for each step j with j = 1, . . . ,  n - 1, the zu and to u can 
be calculated in parallel while the formulas for the u~, v~,x~ are recursive. Thus, 
using parallel computers, computing our bounds even with some refinement 
steps is faster than computing the inverse. 
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For arbitrary diagonally dominant matrices the bounds z;j and o9~ a become 
also sharper in each step. But they do not lead to the exact inverse of the 
matrix. However, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a nonsingular tridiagonal matrix of the form (2.1). I f  A is 
diagonally dominant then the upper bounds established in Theorem 3.4 and 
Theorem 3.5 with t = n - 1 give the exact inverse of the comparison matrix 
~[(A) = [mij] of A, which is given by 
m,j = -la,al for i# j ,  
m, = la,,il. 
Proof. Since ~'(A) is an M-matrix, the ui, vt,xi and yi, which give the inverse of 
JI(A), have the same sign (see [15]), thus w.l.o.g, they are positive. The proof of 
Theorem 3.1 applied to ~(A) ,  i.e. ai,-bi,  and -c i  are all positive, then gives 
nil = di-lUi-I "~ Ci-2Ui-2 
bi- 1 
= la i - lU i - l l -  ]ci-2ui-2l 
Ib -,I 
= Ic,- llu,-21 
Ibi- l 
If we then use the "Ci,n_ 1 we get the exact ratio between the u~ and ui+~. The same 
holds for the yi. Thus with Theorem 3.5 for t = n - 1, we obtain the exact 
inverse of ~/(A). [] 
Note that Theorem 3.6 also includes the M-matrix case. 
The well-known result by Ostrowski [16] says that 
IA- I 
or entrywise 
(3.3) 
]cij[ ~< thij, (3.4) 
where C = [cij] := A -1 and ~r = [mij] := (~//(A)) -l. 
Thus our hounds do not improve Eq. (3.3) or Eq. (3.4) for arbitrary ma- 
trices. However for using Eq. (3.3) one needs to know the inverse of the 
comparison matrix of A! 
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From Theorem 3.4 we can easily obtain decay rates of  the entries of  the 
inverse. I f  we define for t = 1, . . . ,  n - 1 
fll,t := max "~i,t~ P2,t := max COi,t, 
i i 
we get corollary 3.7. 
Corollary 3.7. Let A be a nonsingular tridiagonal matrix o f  the form (2.1). Let 
A -l = C =[cid]. I fA  is diagonally dominant hen for  each t = 1 , . . . ,n -  1 we 
have 
ci d <~ p~;')cj j  for  i < j ,  
Cid <~ ~('-J)~ for  i > j. • ~2, t  ~1"j 
In the following we consider tridiagonal Toeplitz matrices, i.e. matrices of  the 
form 
with 
A = 
a b 
" . .  • 
C a 
C 
b 
a 
c, b g 0 (3.5) 
lal/> Ibl + dcl. (3.6) 
Obviously, we have for these matrices 
zi,l = zi+l.1 for i = 2 , . . . ,  n - 2, 
wi, l = Wi+l,l for i = 2 , . . . ,n  -- 2. 
For  Toeplitz matrices one can calculate the zij and w,j for each j directly, i.e. 
without knowing zij-i and oJij_l. Moreover, the limits of  the sequences {z~j}j~ l 
and {wi j}~l  are given explicitly. 
I .emma 3.8. Let a, b, c E ~+ and let 
b b 
X 1 = - -  ~ X i+ l  - -  _ _ ,  
a a - x i c  
Then 
xi ri+ l __ ri_+ 1 , 
i = 1,2, . . .  (3.7) 
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where 
=Ta a~.4_b2 b'C r± = zo+ 
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.5 of [14] we transform Eq. (3.7) into 
a linear difference quation. Let 
~i -  1 
Xi = ~ i  " 
Then we obtain the recurrence relation 
a c 
fli+l ---~fli +-~fli_l =O with f lo=b fll =a.  
The solution of this difference quations is given by (see [10]) 
B, : c /+  +1 + e2'C 1. 
Using the initial conditions we obtain cl + c2 = 0. Therefore 
f l i= c, (/+1 _ ri_+l). 
Thus, 
r~+ --,~ [] 
x i - ,~++ ~ _ r i _+ l " 
Lemma 3.9. Let a, b, c C ~+ with a >~ b + c. Let 
b b 
x I = - -  ) Xi+ 1 -- - - ,  i = 1,2, . . .  
a a -- xic 
Then 
lim xi = Y¢_, 
where 
a a~c 2 b 2_ - 2c c" 
Proof. Since X 1 ( 1 we easily get xi+l < Xi  for i/> 2. The solutions of the fixed 
point equation 
b 
X - -  - -  
a -- XC 
are 
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a a~c 2 b Yc~ = ~ + 
C 
Obviously, ~+ > 1 and ~_ < 1. Moreover, we have 
b b 
~-=~~< =x0. 
a -~_c  a -c  
Similarly, we show inductively that ~_ ~< x~ for all i. Thus the sequence of the xi 
is bounded. Hence, the limit exists and is k_. [] 
We have seen for arbitrary diagonally dominant ridiagonal matrices that 
Tit] ~ Zid+l~ (-Oi 4 ~ (-Oij+l. 
For Toeplitz matrices we show a relation between these values for i and i + 1. 
Lemma 3.10. Let A be as in Eq. (3.5) and let Tij and ogij as in Eq. (3.1). Then for 
j=2 , . . . ,n -  1 
Tit,/ ~<~ Ti+ 1 j, (3)ij ~ (,Oi+ I d" 
Proof. For the Toeplitz matrix A we have for i = 2 , . . . ,  n - 2 
Ibl rcf 
Ti'I : t i+ l ' l  l a l - [ c l '  o~,~ = ~i+,,L la l - Ib l  
Since tij ~< 1 we get 
Ibl Ibl 
Tij = lal - Ti-aj-~ lel "< lal - "Ctd- I  Icl -- ~'+]J" 
Similarly, we get the desired result for o~j. [] 
Summarizing we obtain for diagonally dominant ridiagonal Toeplitz ma- 
trices we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.11. 
tridiagonal Toeplitz matrix. Then 
"CiJ = rd+ l  - -  rJ+l for i ~ j, ogij = sj[] _ sJ+l 
where 
Let A be as in Eq. (3.5) a nonsingular diagonally dominant 
a a~b 2 c = a+ a~.4_~2 b r± = ~-b -4- b' s~ 2c c" 
~r i~ j ,  
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Moreover, 
lim r~j = s_, lim og~j = r_. 
j---*oo j~oo 
The decay rate can be given as 
IqjI -~ r',_~,,_~ IcjjI for i <~j, (3.8) 
le,jI ~<o~a.,_~lejjI for i >~ j. 
or  
Ic,jI ~ x~_-'lcjjI for i <~ j, 
le,jI ~Y_-qcjjI for i >~ j. (3.9) 
Proof. Theorem 3.11 follows immediately from the lemmata bove. [] 
Thus the Zgj and ogij are given explicitly without any recursion for all re- 
finement step. Hence for Toeplitz matrices the bounds of the entries of the 
inverse given i Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 can be computed very easily. 
Note that the decay rates in (3.8) are sharp at least for some entries. 
Moreover, the decay in Eq. (3.9) are approximately best possible. 
4. Comparisons and examples 
In this section we compare our bounds theoretically with some other well- 
known bounds. Moreover, we give some numerical examples. 
For tridiagonal matrices A of the form (2.1) the values #~ defined in Eq. (2.6) 
are just 
I¢,-, I÷ Ib, I 
]Ai - -  lail 
Since 
T i 
Jb, I Ic,-,t 
la, r - I c , - , l '  o~, - la; I-  Ib, l '  
we obtain for diagonally dominant matrices 
Thus Theorem 3.1 improves the upper bound given by Ostrowski in [17], i.e. 
Eq. (2.7) for strictly diagonally dominant matrices. 
Shivakumar and Ji established in [19] (Theorem 2.3) the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let A be a nonsingular row diagonally dominant tridiagonal 
matrix• Let C = [cij] = A -1 . Then 
J I lk:i+, Ick, I 1-ILi+, .k 
1-IL, lak[( 1 +~k) ~ Ic,jI ~ la, I - Ic,-,l~,_~ -Ibi l~,÷~' i<~j, 
1-iik-=lj [bk ] i- I 1-I,=j #k 
l-I~k=s lakl(1 + ~k) ~< IcijI ~< la, I - Ici-, I~i-, - [bil~,+~ ' i/> j .  
Since z, ~< #, and wi ~< #, we immediately obtain that the upper bounds given in 
Theorems 3.1 or 3.4 with t--- 1 combined with Theorem 3.2 improve the upper 
bounds due to Shivakumar and Ji. Note that we get even better bounds with 
t> l .  
For comparing the lower bounds we have 
1 1 1 
lakt( 1 + #,) - ]ak[ + ]t?k-I @ ]bkl ~ lakl + Ibkl 
and 
1 1 
Jail + Ib, I + Ici-, I lai] + o++llbil + ~i-1[c,-1t " 
Hence we have improved the bounds due to Shivakumar and Ji. 
Kershaw gives in [13] upper and lower bounds for the entries of the inverse 
of matrices .4 arising in spline approximation, i.e. 
A = 
21 1 - ~z 
~2 22 l -- ~2 
~n- 1 ~n-1 1 --~n-I 
~n An 
where 0 < ~i < 1 and 2, > 1 for all i. It was shown in [19] that the upper 
bounds in Theorem 4.1 improve the bounds given by Kershaw. Hence our 
upper bounds also improve Kershaw's bounds. 
In the following we consider some examples for different matrices A and 
compare the entries ofA -1 with our bounds. Let UB = [ubij] denote the matrix 
whose entries are the upper bounds for the entries of C = [c,j] = .4  -1  . Similarly, 
we define LB = [lb,j] containing the lower bounds. Then define 
e. := maxij{ub,~ - cij} and el := maxij{cij - lbij}. 
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Example 1. Let A = topl itz(-  1,4, - 1) E R 100× 100, i.e. A is of the form (3.5) with 
a = 4, b = c = - 1. The following table gives the maximal error for the upper 
bounds for different numbers t of iterations as in Theorems 3.4 and 3.5. 
t 1 2 3 4 5 
eu 0.0230 0.0016 0.0283 × 10 -3 0.7668 x 10 -5 0.5613 × 10 -6 
We can see that we get good results with just a few number of iterations. The 
maximal error of the lower bounds is et = 0.0614. 
Example 2. Let A = toplitz(-0.9, 5, - 1.1) E ~100x 100. For this matrix Eijkhout 
and Polman gives in [6] decay rates which are the same as ours. 
We obtain 
t 1 2 3 4 
eu 0.0104 4.4358 × 10 -4 1.91060 x 10 -5 8.2320 × 10 -7 
Thus also for this nonsymmetric matrix just a few number of iterations gives 
good upper bounds. The error of the lower bounds is el -- 0.0325. 
Example 3. Here we consider a random tridiagonal nonsymmetric M-matrix 
A = [aij] E R 1°°×1°° which is diagonally dominant by rows. A is constructed as 
ai,i+ 1 = - rand  ai+~,i = -rand, ai, i ~ --ai , i_  1 - -  ai,i+ 1 -}- rand, 
where rand is the random function of Matlab which generates numbers in the 
interval (0,1). Thus, the diagonal dominance of this matrix is not very large. 
We get 
t 1 2 3 4 5 6 
eu 5.2309 1.8224 0.2380 0.0257 0.0044 5.7763 x 10 -4 
As expected the error in each iteration is larger than the error in the previous 
Examples. But again, for a small number of iterations we get good bounds. The 
error of the lower bounds is el = 2.0385. 
Example 4. Again we consider a random matrix 100 × 100 which is constructed 
similarly to the one of Example 3. However the signs of the off-diagonal entries 
are also random, i.e. we do not have an M-matrix anymore. Moreover we have 
ai, i -~- - -ai , i_  1 - -a i , i+ 1 -q- 2. 
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For the error UB - IA-1I we get 
t 1 2 3 4 5 
max~{ubij - [ cd}  0.0690 0.0629 0.0627 0.0627 0.0627 
Thus we observe an almost stagnation of the error rounded to four digits. But 
the maximal error between [A-~I and the comparison matrix ~¢(A) is just 
d = 0.0627. Thus we have 
t 1 2 3 
max~j{ubij - IcijI - d} 0.006314 1.4669 x 10 -4 2.2602 x 10 -6 
The error of the lower bounds is maxfj { [Cij [ --  lb~j } = 0.1227. 
5. Conclusion 
We have established upper and lower bounds for the entries of the inverses 
of diagonally dominant ridiagonal matrices. These bounds improve s veral 
known bounds. Moreover, our upper bounds can be improved iteratively. For 
n x n M-matrices this iterative refinement yields the inverse after n - 1 steps. 
However, our numerical examples how that one needs just a few iterations to 
get good bounds. For arbitrary diagonal dominant ridiagonal matrices we 
obtain after n - 1 iterations the inverse of the comparison matrix. We have also 
shown how our bounds can be computed easily for tridiagonal Toeplitz ma- 
trices. 
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